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Abstract The pseudo symmetric subspace iterationmethod is an efficient technique for computingmode
shapes of coupled fluid-structure systems. This approach handles the related unsymmetric eigenvalue
problem in a manner that is similar to solving a symmetric eigen-problem. Moreover, it employs a
symmetric active column solver in the core of its routines, which makes it very efficient. In the present
study, an enhanced and accelerated version of this technique is described, which is ideal especially for
extracting a large number of eigen-triplets (e.g. greater than or equal to 40). The accelerated approach
is implemented in a special purpose finite element program, and several practical numerical examples
are presented herein. Based on these experiences, it is concluded that the accelerated pseudo symmetric
subspace iteration method is an extremely efficient approach. This is estimated to be about 3 to 11 times
more efficient than its original basic counterpart version.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Different approaches are presented in the literature for for-
mulating a fluid–structure problem. In all these cases, the solid
region is always formulated in terms of displacement degrees
of freedom. However, several alternatives are available for the
fluid domain. Formulations based on pressure, displacement,
velocity potential and displacement potential are all possible.
Each formulation has its own advantages and disadvantages.
For instance, utilizing velocity potential [1] leads to a symmetric
but quadratic eigen-problem. Moreover, employing displace-
ment degrees of freedom introduces spurious modes with no
physical meaning [2].
In the present study, it is assumed that the problem is
formulated based on displacement and pressure degrees of
freedom for the solid and fluid domains, respectively. Under
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.these circumstances, one is encountered with an eigenvalue
problem having unsymmetric matrices. Therefore, standard
eigen-solution routines are not directly applicable. This can be
overcome by introducing additional variables, which helps to
arrive at a symmetric generalized eigen-problem.However, this
is not very efficient, due to an increase in the number of degrees
of freedom. On the other hand, solving unsymmetric eigen-
problems has been the subject of many researches. Some of
these discuss the general unsymmetric eigen-problems [3–6].
Meanwhile, others have focused on the problem arisen in the
fluid–structure systems [7–9]. Among these latter studies, the
pseudo symmetric subspace iteration method [9] seems to be
relatively efficient for our purpose. However, this method may
not be efficient enough for computing a large number of eigen-
triplets (say>40) in a fluid–structure systemwith high degrees
of freedom. Besides, modal analysis of these types of systems
normally requires large number of mode shapes to be super-
imposed to obtain acceptable accuracy. Therefore, it is intended
to enhance this approach in the present study.
Many studies have been conducted to accelerate the
usual Subspace Iteration Method (SIM) designed for sym-
metric problems. These accelerating procedures can be clas-
sified into few major groups; procedures utilizing vector
over-relaxation [10–13], approaches employing shifting tech-
nique [14–16], accelerating methods using repeated inverse it-
eration [17–20] and some other different techniques [21,22].
In this regard, vector over-relaxation is similar to extrapo-
lating vectors. It is reminded that convergence rate of each it-
erating eigenvector depends on the ratio of λm+i/λm+q+1 (i and
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space size, respectively). Therefore, utilizing two last iteration
vectors (i.e. Xk−1m+i and X
k
m+i from iterations k − 1 and k), one
can extrapolate to obtain a better estimate for the destination
eigenvector. Over-relaxation technique is discussed deeply in
Ref. [23]. Furthermore, repeated inverse iteration techniques
can be explained as repeating inverse iteration step of subspace
iteration method for selected iteration vectors. Repeating helps
vectors with low convergence rate to converge faster. Thus, it
accelerates convergence of target vectors in the subspace [17].
If used solely, repeated inverse iteration techniques may accel-
erate SIM. However, it may not be very effective in conjunc-
tion with shifting technique. One of the major contributions
in accelerating the SIM relates to the work of Bathe and Ra-
maswamy [23]. They used vector over-relaxation and shifting
techniques.More recently, an aggressive shifting strategy is also
proposed for SIM [24].
In the present study, the Basic Pseudo Symmetric Subspace
Iteration Method (BPS-SIM) is enhanced by constant subspace
size and shifting strategies. This leads to a routine which is
referred to as Accelerated Pseudo Symmetric Subspace Iteration
Method (APS-SIM). In this respect, the following trend will be
noticed in the remaining parts of this article.
The necessary theoretical background is initially reviewed.
This relates to dynamic analysis of fluid–structure systems
in frequency domain, direct approach, as well as modal
analysis. Subsequently, Basic Pseudo Symmetric Subspace
Iteration Method (BPS-SIM), and its accelerated version (APS-
SIM) relations and concepts are covered. An algorithm is also
presented in each case. Thereafter, several numerical examples
are discussed. The accuracy of results is initially verified for
these cases. Later on, several sensitivity analyses are carried
out to provide some guide-lines about the selection of several
salient parameters of the accelerated routine and its basic
version (BPS-SIM). Moreover, the efficiency of accelerated
approach is evaluated in comparison with the basic method.
The article ends with concluding remarks.
2. Dynamic analysis of fluid–structure systems
Finite element method is usually employed in dynamic
analysis of fluid–structure interaction systems. Furthermore,
a Lagrangian–Eulerian approach is most often utilized for this
problem. This means that structure is discretized by solid finite
elements with displacement degrees of freedom, while fluid
finite elements with pressure degrees of freedom are employed
for fluid near-field region discretization. In certain cases, the
total fluid region forms a semi-infinite domain, at least from
the analytical point of view. Under these circumstances, one can
consider the effects of far-field by an approximate absorbing
boundary condition or by introducing three-dimensional fluid
hyper-elements in the model [25]. In the present study, it
is assumed that our fluid region is either a bounded region,
or approximate boundary conditions are utilized to treat the
effects of fluid far-field region in an approximate manner.
Taking into account the above-mentioned assumption,
as well as small amplitude fluid velocity, ignoring surface
waves, and disregarding all non-linearity sources, the coupled
equations of the system may be written as [26]:
M 0
B G
 
r¨
p¨

+

C 0
0 L
 
r˙
p˙

+

K −BT
0 H
 
r
p

=
−M J ag
−B J ag

. (1)M, C and K in this relation represent the mass, damping and
stiffness matrices of the structure, while G, L and H are assem-
bled matrices of the fluid domain [26]. The unknown vector is
composed of r which is the vector of nodal relative displace-
ments and the vectorp that includes nodal pressures.Moreover,
J is a matrix with each three rows equal to a 3× 3 identity ma-
trix (its columns corresponds to unit rigid bodymotion in three
Cartesian coordinate system directions x, y and z, respectively)
and ag denotes the vector of ground accelerations.
J =
1 0 0 · · ·
0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 1 · · ·
T
, ag =
axgayg
azg
 . (2)
Furthermore, matrix B in Eq. (1) is often referred to as interac-
tion matrix.
For harmonic ground excitations ag(t) = a˜g(ω)eiωt with
frequency ω, displacements and pressures will all behave
harmonic, and Eq. (1) can be expressed as:−ω2M+ K(1+ 2βi) −BT
−B ω−2 −ω2G+ iωL+ H
 
r˜
p˜

=
 −M J a˜g
−ω−2B J a˜g

. (3)
In this relation, it is assumed that the damping matrix of the
structure is of hysteretic type. This means:
C = 2β
ω
K, (4)
where β is the constant hysteretic factor of the structure.
Eq. (3) is the coupled equations of a fluid–structure system
in frequency domain. It should be noted that the system of
equations ismade symmetric bymultiplying the lower partition
matrices by a factor of ω−2. For further information about the
derivation of above equations, one can refer to Ref. [26]. It
is also worthwhile to mention that Eq. (3) is actually solved
for the vector of unknowns at different frequencies in the
direct approach in frequency domain. However, amore efficient
strategy is modal analysis in frequency domain, which is briefly
reviewed below.
2.1. Modal analysis for fluid–structure systems
The first step in modal analysis is to obtain mode shapes of
the system. It is also well known that one should actually solve
two eigenvalue problems in the case of fluid–structure systems
due to the fact that generalized mass and stiffness matrices
in Eq. (1) are unsymmetric [27]. The eigenvalue problems
corresponding to Eq. (1) may be written as:−λiM¯+ K¯XRi = 0, (5a)−λiM¯T + K¯T XLi = 0, (5b)
where K¯ and M¯ are generalized stiffness and mass matrices of
the system, defined as below:
K¯ =

K −BT
0 H

, M¯ =

M 0
B G

. (6)
Moreover, XRi and X
L
i are denoted as right and left mode
shapes of the system, respectively. Furthermore, it should
be emphasized that although there exist two different sets
of eigenvectors for the above-mentioned eigen-problems, the
eigenvalues are similar and are represented as λi in both cases.
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in Eq. (5) correspond to undamped system, similar to what is
solved inmodal analysis of regular structures. Other eigenvalue
problems which give mode shapes of the damped system are
quadratic, and their solution processes are more complicated.
Besides, mode shapes of undamped system are adequate for
dynamic analysis of fluid–structure systems.
Let us now define the followingmatrices which are reserved
for these right and left eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
XR = XR1 XR2 · · · XRm ,
XL = XL1 XL2 · · · XLm ,
3 = Diag λ1 λ2 · · · λm . (7)
The governing orthogonality relations may also be written as
follows for mentioned eigen-problems:
XL
T M¯XR = I,
XL
T K¯XR = 3, (8)
where I is the identity matrix. Thereafter, the response
analysis commences by writing the unknown vector as a linear
combination of the right mode shapes:
r˜
p˜

= XRY, (9)
where Y contains participation factors of the modes. Then, Eq.
(9) is substituted in a form of Eq. (3), which excludesω−2 factor
implementation, and the resulting equation is pre-multiplied
by (XL)T , which yields:
KdY = F, (10)
with the following definitions for Kd and Fmatrices:
Kd =

−ω2I+ XLT 2βiK 00 iωL
 
XR
+3 ,
F = XLT −M J a˜g−B J a˜g

. (11)
It is worthwhile to mention that Kd becomes a diagonal matrix,
if material damping is excluded (i.e. β = 0), and absorption
condition at fluid boundaries are relaxed (i.e., matrix L becomes
identical to a nullmatrix). Anyhow, Eq. (10) is the relationwhich
replaces Eq. (3) in the modal analysis in frequency domain.
Of course, one needs to solve for the actual response at each
frequency by substituting vector Y in Eq. (9).
It should be also emphasized in this process that although
fluid–structure systems result in two eigenvalue problems,
these two sets of left and right mode shapes have a simple
relation with each other [9]:
XLi =

(X1)Li
(X2)Li

=
 (X1)Ri1
λi
(X2)Ri
 , (12)
X1 and X2 in each case, stands for sub-vectors containing
displacement and pressure degree of freedoms, respectively.
Thus, knowing the right-mode shape and associated natural
frequency, one can easily find the corresponding left-mode
shape or vice-versa.
Of course, it should be also reminded that in general, one
encounters a challenging task to find an efficient approach to
solve the eigen-problem of a fluid–structure system. This is
due to the fact that generalized mass and stiffness matricesare unsymmetric. In the following two sections, the pseudo
symmetric subspace iteration method is presented as a robust
alternative for the solution of fluid–structure systems eigen-
problem. This approach is reviewed initially, which is referred
to as the basic approach in this study. Subsequently, the
proposed accelerated method is described.
3. Basic pseudo symmetric subspace iterationmethod (BPS-
SIM)
The Subspace Iteration Method (SIM) is one of the best
known techniques for solution of the smallest eigenvalues
and corresponding eigenvectors of large symmetric eigenvalue
problems. The Basic Pseudo Symmetric Subspace Iteration
Method (i.e. BPS-SIM) is an extension of the original SIM, which
is developed for the solution of an unsymmetrical eigenvalue
problem of fluid–structure systems. In this section, the overall
concepts and formulation is described. The actual procedure
can be implemented with symmetric operations mentality.
Therefore, one would feel that the problem is symmetric, and
additional calculations would be minimal. This aspect of the
method is not elucidated in this review due to lack of space, and
interested readers are referred to other references for details in
this respect [9].
Let us now consider a general fluid–structure system
which is formulated with a Lagrangian–Eulerian viewpoint as
discussed previously. The right eigen-problem of such a system
(i.e. Eq. (5a)) can be rearranged as:
K¯XRi = λiM¯XRi . (13)
Let us now define the matrix Kˆ as follows:
Kˆ =

K 0
0 G

. (14)
Then, one can obtain an equivalent symmetric eigenvalue
problem through multiplying Eq. (13) by KˆK¯−1:
KˆXRi = λiMˆXRi , (15)
with the following definition being employed:
Mˆ = KˆK¯−1M¯. (16)
It is clear that matrix Kˆ is symmetric by its definition (i.e. Eq.
(14)). This is not so obvious for matrix Mˆ. However, let us carry
out thematrixmultiplication (16) to investigate this fact, which
yields:
Mˆ =

(M+ BTH−1B) BTH−1G
GTH−1B GTH−1G

. (17)
It is now apparent that matrix Mˆ is also symmetric. The
following identity is employed in the above expansion, which
can be easily verified:
K¯−1 =

K−1 K−1BTH−1
0 H−1

. (18)
It is also interesting to note that matrix Mˆ can be written as:
Mˆ =

IT BT
0 GT
 
M 0
0 H−1
 
I 0
B G

, (19)
where I is an identity matrix. Eq. (19) will be quite useful.
Note that Mˆ and Kˆ matrices are not required to be evaluated
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the projection of these matrices on the subspace of iteration
vectors.
Let us now consider the procedure in kth iteration. Utilizing
iteration vectors which are stored in (XR)k−1 matrix, a better
estimate is evaluated for right mode shapes (i.e. X˜) as follows:
K¯X˜ = M¯ XRk−1 . (20)
At this stage, a new smaller eigenvalue problem should be
defined which its matrices are obtained by projecting matrices
K¯ and M¯ onto X˜. In this manner, the resulting eigen-problem
will have unsymmetric matrices. Thus, the smaller dimension
problem is alternatively defined by projecting matrices Kˆ and
Mˆ onto X˜. This is like one is trying to solve the equivalent
symmetric eigenvalue Problem (15). Therefore, the projected
matrices will be as follows:
K∗ = X˜T KˆX˜, (21a)
M∗ = X˜T MˆX˜. (21b)
Considering the definition of Kˆ (Eq. (14)), the projected matrix
K∗ can be easily evaluated. However, the calculation of matrix
M∗ could be troublesome in the first glance. This may be also
overcome by substituting Eq. (19) in Eq. (21b), which results in:
M∗ = X˜T1 X˜T2 IT BT0 GT
 
M 0
0 H−1
 
I 0
B G
 
X˜1
X˜2

. (22)
It is now apparent that it may be easily calculated as below:
M∗ = YTZ, (23)
with the following definitions:
Y =

I 0
B G
 
X˜1
X˜2

, (24)
Z =

M 0
0 H−1

Y. (25)
Thereafter, the eigen-problem with smaller dimension can be
solved, and the following relation is satisfied:
K∗Q = M∗Q3¯, (26)
where Q denotes the modal matrix and 3¯ is a diagonal matrix
with eigenvalues stored in it. Subsequently, a better estimate
for the right eigenvectors of the original problem can be
evaluated from the following relation:
XR
k = X˜Q. (27)
This completes an iteration of the basic pseudo symmetric
subspace iteration method (BPS-SIM). This iterative process
continues until convergence. It should be also mentioned that
starting vectors, (XR)0, can be selected similar to the usual
subspace iteration method [23].
A simplified step by step algorithm for BPS-SIM is presented
in Table 1, to summarize the above procedure. It must be
noticed that in the actual process, symmetric skyline storage
scheme will be utilized for stiffness and mass matrices.
Moreover, all matrix operations will be conducted in a manner
that is similar to solving a symmetric eigen-problem. All
required details for implementing BPS-SIM can be found in
Ref. [9].
4. Accelerated Pseudo Symmetric Subspace Iteration
Method (APS-SIM)
Subspace Iteration Method (SIM) presented by Bathe is used
for the solution of the smallest eigenvalues and correspondingeigenvectors, where p, the number of required eigen-pairs, is
assumed to be small (say p < 20) [28]. Similar observation is
also experienced in the Basic Pseudo Symmetric Subspace Iter-
ation Method (BPS-SIM), designed especially for unsymmetri-
cal eigen-problem of fluid–structure system. However, it must
be noted that it may not be efficient enough for computing a
large number of eigen-triplets (say p > 40) in a fluid–structure
system with high degrees of freedom. Besides, modal analysis
of these types of systems normally requires a large number of
mode shapes to be super-imposed to obtain acceptable accu-
racy. Therefore, it is worthwhile to enhance this approach.
In this section, an accelerated version of BPS-SIM is
presented. In this routine, constant size subspace and shifting
techniques are utilized to improve the efficiency of the basic
method. Themain characteristics of the acceleratedmethod are
discussed herein. Moreover, an algorithm is presented below in
this regard with full details (Table 2).
4.1. Constant size subspace
In subspace iteration method, when one of the iteration
vectors converges to a required eigenvector, it is not necessary
afterward to contribute in the following iterations. This is
similarly true for the pseudo symmetric subspace iteration
method. Therefore, this eigenvector can be removed from
subspace and saved for future utilization. On the other
hand, an iteration vector may have already converged to a
required eigenvector. If a shift is imposed, while this vector
is still included in the iterative subspace, it is possible that
this iteration vector deteriorates and converges to another
eigenvector [23].
For these reasons, it is more reliable and efficient to use
constant size subspace. For doing that, iteration is started
with q starting vectors, where q can be smaller than p. When
an iteration vector converges to a required eigenvector, it is
removed and a random vector will be added to the subspace,
and iteration is continued until all required eigenvectors are
found. However, this algorithm can encounter a problem;
iteration vectors in the current subspace may converge to
the previously found eigenvectors. To overcome this problem,
iteration vectors must be orthogonalized with respect to
the previously found eigenvectors, prior to the start of next
iteration. For this aim, Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization can be
employed.
Considering Eq. (8), orthogonalizing iteration vectors with
respect to M¯ requires both right and left mode shapes to be
computed simultaneously. However, one can also write the
following orthogonality relation through Eq. (15):
XRi
T MˆXRj = 0 i ≠ j. (28)
Therefore, one can orthogonalize iteration vector X˜j with
respect to ith previously converged right eigenvector XRi as
follows:
X˜j = X˜j − αijXRi ,
αij = YTi Zj. (29)
It is also important to decide about the size of constant subspace
(i.e. q). Wilson and Itoh proposed optimum subspace size as the
square root of the half band width of stiffness matrix, based on
minimum operation count [29]. The same approach is adopted
for the present study.
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A. Initialization
q = 2p
Establish q starting vectors and save in

XR
0
set ε,MaxIter
LHDHLTH = H
B. Subspace iteration
Do k = 1,MaxIter
X¯ =

M 0
B G
 
XR
k−1
solve

K −BT
0 H

X˜ = X¯ for X˜ =

X˜1
X˜2

Y =

Y1
Y2

=

I 0
B G

X˜
solve LHDHLTHZ2 = Y2 for Z2
Z =

0
Z2

+

M 0
0 0

X˜
M∗ = YTZ
K∗ = X˜T1KX˜1 + X˜T2GX˜2
solve K∗Q = M∗Q3¯ projected symmetric eigen problem
XR
k = X˜Q
check for convergence
 λki −λk−1iλki
 < ε, for i = 1, 2, . . . , q
if all required eigenvalues have converged, Go to C.
End
C. Evaluation of left eigenvectors (left mode shapes)
XLi =
 (X1)Ri1
λi
(X2)Ri
, normalize right and left mode shapes to have XLT M¯XR = I.4.2. Shifting strategy
Shifting is a very powerful technique for accelerating
vector or simultaneous vector iteration methods. However, a
major difficulty arises in the use of shifting in the subspace
iteration method, if the amount of shift is very close to an
eigenvalue. This is due to the fact that all iteration vectors
converge immediately to the eigenvector corresponding to
that eigenvalue under those circumstances. The vectors cannot
be orthogonalized anymore, and the iteration would be
unstable [23]. Different shifting procedures are proposed in
the related literature [16,23,29]. Among them, the procedure
proposed by Bathe and Ramaswamy is adopted in the present
study:
µ = λm + λm−1
2
, (30)
where µ denotes the amount of shift, and λm stands for the
last converged eigenvalue.More recently, an aggressive shifting
strategy is also proposed, which is claimed to increase the
efficiency of SIM to some extent [24].
4.3. Strum’s sequence check
Strum’s sequence check may be applied to control the
possibility of missing eigen-triplets. Especially in the APS-SIM
after performing each shift, this check can be applied without
any major extra cost. Strum’s sequence number will determine
that how many eigenvalues are lower than the applied shift.If a shift,µ, is applied to the Eq. (13), the following equation
is obtained:
K− µM −BT
−µB H− µG
 
(X1)Ri
(X2)Ri

= λi

M 0
B G
 
(X1)Ri
(X2)Ri

. (31)
It is noted that the effective stiffness matrix of the above eigen-
problem is not symmetric. Therefore, LDLT factorization cannot
be applied directly. However, dividing the lower partition
matrix equation by the factor µ, it yields:K− µM −BT
−B 1
µ
(H− µG)
(X1)Ri
(X2)Ri

= λi
 M 01
µ
B
1
µ
G
(X1)Ri
(X2)Ri

. (32)
It is now apparent that a symmetric effective stiffness matrix
is present. Thus, LDLT is readily performed in this case. Then,
the number of negative entities on diagonal of the D should
be compared with the number of converged eigenvalues lower
than the value of shift.
5. Analyzed cases
A previously developed computer program for dynamic
analysis of dam-reservoir systems is modified to include BPS-
SIM and APS-SIM as discussed in the previous sections. The
program iswritten in FORTRAN language. Based on this analysis
tool, several examples are considered, and its results are
presented and discussed hereafter.
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A. Initialization
q = Max
√
b, 4

Establish q starting vectors and save in

XR
0
Initial shifting:
µ = −1, K¯µ =
K− µM −BT−B 1
µ
(H− µG)
, LDLT = K¯µ
set ε, Imax,MaxIter , I = 0,m = 0
LHDHLTH = H
B. Subspace iteration
Do k = 1,MaxIter
Shifting: if I ≥ Imax and at least one eigenvalue has been found after previous shifting then:
µ = 0.5λm−1 + 0.5λm
K¯µ =
K− µM −BT−B 1
µ
(H− µG)
, LDLT = K¯µ
Sturm sequence check: Count the number of negative entities on diagonal of D
I = 0
I = I + 1
X¯ =

X¯1
X¯2

=

M 0
B G
 
XR
k−1 , solve LDLT X˜ =
 X¯11
µ
X¯2

Y =

Y1
Y2

=

I 0
B G

X˜
solve LHDHLTHZ2 = Y2 for Z2
Z =

0
Z2

+

M 0
0 0

X˜
Orthogonalize subspace

X˜1 X˜2 · · · X˜q

with the previously found eigenvectors:
αij = YTi Zj i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, 2, . . . , q
X˜j = X˜j − αijXRi , Yj = Yj − αijYi , Zj = Zj − αijZi
M∗ = YTZ
K∗ = X˜T1KX˜1 + X˜T2GX˜2
solve K∗Q = M∗QΛ¯ projected symmetric eigenproblem
XR
k = X˜Q
check for convergence
 λ¯ki −λ¯k−1iλ¯ki
 < ε, for i = 1, 2, . . . , q
move out converged eigenvectors, add new vectors and increasem
update and save Y and Z for converged eigenvectors Y = YQ, Z = ZQ
if the number of converged eigenvalues reaches the required one, Go to C.
End
C. Sturm sequence check:
λp < µ < λp+1, K¯µ =
K− µM −BT−B 1
µ
(H− µG)
, LDLT = K¯µ
Count the number of negative entities on diagonal of D.
D. Evaluation of left eigenvectors (left mode shapes)
XLi =
 (X1)Ri1
λi
(X2)Ri
, normalize right and left mode shapes to have XLT M¯XR = I.5.1. Models
Three dam-reservoir systems are considered as numerical
examples; two extensively used in earlier researches are Pine
Flat gravity dam and Morrow Point arch dam in the USA., and
the third case is Karun 3 arch dam in Iran, Khuzestan province.
In each case, dam body is discretized with 20 node isoparamet-
ric brick solid elements. Furthermore, the reservoir near-field
region is discretized with 20-node isoparametric fluid finite
elements (Figure 1). Asmentioned previously, the effects of far-
field can be considered by an approximate absorbing boundarycondition or by introducing three-dimensional fluid hyper-
elements in themodel. However, in the present study, the reser-
voirs are envisaged as bounded regions with rigid boundaries,
except at the dam-reservoir interface. This was decided, to have
transfer functions which are less smooth and with more reso-
nant peaks present in the considered frequency range. This also
makes the problems more challenging from the modal analy-
sis point of view. Besides, under these circumstances, more su-
perimposed modes are required to be combined in each case to
achieve acceptable accuracy.
In each case, an arbitrary L/H parameter is chosen, which
refers to the ratio of length to height of the near-field
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Case Description NDOF-DIS NDOF-PR NEQ NZER b
PF-DR Pine flat gravity dam and reservoir L/H = 1 594 549 1143 87120 76
KR3-DR Karun 3 arch dam and reservoir L/H = 1 5937 5402 11339 8117358 715
MP-DR1 Morrow point arch dam and reservoir L/H = 1 765 835 1600 236475 148
MP-DR2 Morrow point arch dam and reservoir L/H = 2 765 1415 2180 420445 193
MP-DR3 Morrow point arch dam and reservoir L/H = 3 765 1995 2760 691215 250
MP-DR4 Morrow point arch dam and reservoir L/H = 4 765 2575 3340 1048785 314
MP-DR5 Morrow point arch dam and reservoir L/H = 5 765 3010 3775 1373925 364a b
c d
Figure 1: Finite element discretization for cases. (a) PF-DR; (b) KR3-DR; (c)MP-
DR1; and (d) MP-DR5.
fluid region considered in the model. In the case of morrow
point arch dam, five different reservoir to length ratios,
corresponding to L/H = 1–5, are selected. It should be
reminded that higher natural frequencies of a dam-reservoir
system are expected to decrease as L/H ratio is increased.
Therefore, larger number of natural frequencies will be located
below a specified frequency. It should be also mentioned that
since 20-node fluid elements are employed, compatible 8-node
isoparametric interface elements are utilized for calculation
of interaction matrix B over the fluid–solid interface. Also,
several parameters are presented in Table 3, which symbolize
the size of the analyzed cases. These are the number of
displacement degree of freedoms (NDOF-DIS), the number
of pressure degree of freedoms (NDOF-PR), total number of
equations (NEQ) and number of non-zero entities in the upper
half of stiffness or mass matrix (NZER). Moreover, parameter
b denotes the average half bandwidth of the stiffness or mass
matrix. As mentioned previously, skyline storage scheme is
utilized to reduce memory allocation and to make it more
efficient. Therefore, parameter b may be defined as average
active column heights for the skyline profile in each case. This
is the strategy adopted in the present study.
5.2. Basic parameters
Dam body concrete is assumed homogeneous, isotropic and
linear viscoelastic behavior with basic characteristics listed in
Table 4 for each case. Also, water is assumed as a compressible
and inviscid fluid, while, pressure wave velocity and unit
weight of water are assumed as 1440 m/s, and 9.81 kN/m3,
respectively. Furthermore, constant hysteretic damping factor
(β) is assumed to be 5% which is utilized for computing
frequency response functions.
6. Results
The above-mentioned cases are analyzed by employing the
developed computer program. Analyses are performed on aTable 4: Basic parameters of dam body concrete.
Models Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio Unit weight
(kN/m3)
PF-DR 22.75 0.2 24.8
KR3-DR 23.60 0.2 24.5
MP-DR1–5 27.50 0.2 24.8
Table 5: The first five natural frequencies of the analyzed cases (Hz).
Mode
no.
PF-
DR
KR3-
DR
MP-
DR1
MP-
DR2
MP-
DR3
MP-
DR4
MP-
DR5
1 2.363 1.680 2.682 2.766 2.787 2.792 2.794
2 3.298 1.764 2.925 2.927 2.928 2.929 2.930
3 5.732 2.256 3.538 3.335 3.189 3.116 3.079
4 7.295 2.779 4.748 3.973 3.661 3.508 3.392
5 8.792 3.314 5.141 4.780 4.422 3.963 3.732
laptop computer with Intel 2.0 GHz CPU and 1 GB of Ram.
All analyses are conducted for both BPS-SIM and APS-SIM
algorithms, and the efficiencies of these two approaches will be
compared thoroughly underneath. However, let us concentrate
on the response of the analyzed cases prior to the discussion on
the efficiency of the algorithms.
As usual, in the first step, the eigenvalue analysis is
carried out for each case. Subsequently, the modal analysis
is performed, and frequency response transfer functions
are obtained. As for eigen-problems, the first five natural
frequencies for each case are summarized in Table 5. Moreover,
the first two right-mode shapes are depicted for PF-DR, KR3-
DR, and MP-DR2 cases in Figures 2–4, respectively. It is noted
that for KR3-DR case, the first right-mode shape is an anti-
symmetric mode. While for MP-DR2 case, the first right-mode
shape is a symmetric mode.
As mentioned, the extracted mode shapes are super-
imposed to calculate the response in each case. For this part,
frequency response functions of four selected models are
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. It should be noted that the
horizontal axes of these graphs are frequency normalized with
respect to the reference frequency. The reference frequency
in the cases of PF-DR, KR3-DR and MP-DR1-5 is the first
natural frequency of gravity dam with empty reservoir ω1 =
3.214 Hz and the natural frequencies corresponding to the first
symmetric mode shape of the arch dams with empty reservoirs
ωS1 = 2.528 Hz and ωS1 = 4.19 Hz, respectively. Furthermore,
vertical axis represents horizontal acceleration at dam crest in
the case of Pine Flat gravity dam, and radial acceleration for
mid-crest point (i.e. θ = 0) in concrete arch dam cases. It is
also noted that in these graphs, both responses obtained by
direct approach and modal analysis method are plotted. This
comparison can reveal the accuracy of modal analysis results
which inherently relates to the accuracy in extracted mode-
shapes.
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Figure 2: First two right-mode shapes of the case PF-DR. (a) First mode; and
(b) second mode.
a
b
Figure 3: First two right-mode shapes of the case KR3-DR. (a) First mode; and
(b) second mode.
It is observed that perfect match is achieved in all cases
between these two sets of responses.Moreover, it isworthwhile
to emphasize that the number of super-imposed modes
mentioned in these graphs is varied until good accuracy is
obtained for the considered frequency range in each case. Thus,
the required number of modes is also readily known for the
analyzed cases.
Let us now concentrate on other pertinent items which are
specifically related to eigen-problem solver. These are issues
such as optimum subspace size, influence of maximum number
of iterations per shift and efficiency of the implemented APS-
SIM, as the core of the present study.a
b
Figure 4: First two right-mode shapes of the case MP-DR2. (a) First mode; and
(b) second mode.
6.1. Optimum subspace size
Wilson and Itoh carried out a study about the optimum
subspace size for the usual accelerated subspace iteration
scheme applied to symmetric problems [29]. In that article,
they concluded that optimum subspace size is the square root
of the half band width of the stiffness matrix b. However,
since the above study was limited to symmetric problems, it is
interesting to investigate the optimum value of this parameter
in the context of non-symmetric problems associated with
fluid–structure systems. This would be particularly relevant
for the APS-SIM algorithm presented herein, which utilizes
skyline storing as well as the pseudo symmetric mentality
concepts.
For this aim, the CPU time is computed for extracting
certain selected number of mode shapes in the four considered
cases with various subspace sizes. These computational times
are plotted in terms of parameter q (i.e. the subspace size)
in Figure 7. In each case, the subspace sizes are selected as
quarter, half, equal, two and three times that of Wilson and
Itoh proposed value. However, it should be also mentioned
that subspace sizes lower than 4 are eliminated from this list,
as it is occurring for the first case, since these values are not
recommended by Wilson and Itoh [29].
It is observed that Wilson and Itoh’s proposed value is in
most cases the optimum value or very close to it. Of course, in
certain case of PF-DR, CPU times decreases continuously as the
subspace size reduces, while it must be noticed that reducing
subspace size even further may increase the risk of missing
eigen-triplets. Overall, it can be said that the proposed value by
Wilson and Itoh is verified to be also the more or less optimum
subspace size for the APS-SIM procedure.
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Figure 5: Frequency response functions of models. (a) PF-DR and (b) KR3-DR, utilizing 30 and 300 pair mode shapes, respectively.a b
Figure 6: Frequency response functions of models. (a) MP-DR1 and (b) MP-DR5, utilizing 70 and 170 pair mode shapes, respectively.Figure 7: CPU time (s) in terms of subspace size q.6.2. Influence of maximum number of iterations per shift (Imax)
Another important parameter that must be decided is the
maximum number of iterations per shift. This parameter must
be selected by considering the amount of required arithmetic
operations in the two stages of APS-SIM routine (i.e. shifting
and iteration). The greater the arithmetic operations required
by shifting relative to one iteration, the larger the resulted Imax.
Furthermore, the number of arithmetic operations required for
shifting or LDLT factorization of the stiffnessmatrix depends on
the type of utilized solver. Certain limitations are also employedfor this parameter in related implemented algorithms. For
instance, the lower limit for Imax is set to 20 and 24 in two well-
known F.E. programs of SAP80 and ADINA, respectively. Both
of these analysis tools utilize active column (Skyline) storing in
their subspace iteration routines. It should be also mentioned
that, Imax ≥ 4 was obtained in the study by Zhao et al. [24].
In that study, no limitations were imposed beforehand. They
had utilized Cell Sparse Fast Direct solver (CSFD) for subspace
iteration method. As mentioned, skyline storing, as well as
pseudo symmetric concepts, is employed in the present APS-
SIM routine.
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Case Imax Shifts Iterations CPU
Time
PF-DR, qopt = 8
20 12 242 6.83
10 20 205 6.12
6 29 176 5.56
4 40 164 5.48
3 53 164 5.72
2 70 149 5.81
MP-DR3, qopt = 15
20 8 163 73.75
10 13 137 65.87
6 19 122 63.11
4 26 112 63.75
3 34 109 67.00
2 46 102 71.08
To investigate the optimum Imax without imposing any
limitation, CPU times are obtained for extracting 100 smallest
eigen-tripletswith different imposed Imax in twoof the analyzed
cases (i.e. PF-DR and MP-DR3). These are listed in Table 6.
Moreover, CPU times presented in this table are plotted in
Figure 8, which clearly indicates the minimum value of Imax. It
is observed that Imax is yielded as 4 and 6 for these two cases.
6.3. Efficiency of the APS-SIM
The initial natural frequencies and mode-shapes are calcu-
lated for all cases mentioned above. This is carried out by em-
ploying both BPS-SIM and APS-SIM algorithms. The CPU times,
as well as several prominent parameters, are presented in Ta-
ble 7 for both approaches.
It is worthwhile tomention that the number ofmodes (i.e. p)
in each case was decided such that it would be greater than
or equal to the required number of mode-shapes. This means
that there is an acceptable accuracy for transfer functions in a
desirable frequency range (approximately 0–20 Hz). Moreover,
transfer functions were already presented in Figures 5 and 6 for
some of these cases, and it was observed that there is a good
accuracy by comparing it with exact solution results (i.e. direct
approach).
It is also noticed that parameter referred to as subspace
size (i.e. q) is also given for BPS-SIM routine in Table 7. For
usual subspace iteration method, this is proposed as q =
min {2p, p+ 8} for small p (i.e. p < 20). For larger values
of p, this selection of subspace size slows down BPS-SIM
routine. This is due to the fact that ratio λi/λq+1, which
represents the rate of convergence of the ith eigenvector in
the subspace iteration method, may become very close to
1.0 for certain combinations (i.e. large values of p and q =
p + 8). Therefore, larger subspace size seems to improve the
efficiency of the routine for SIM or BPS-SIM. On the other hand,
higher subspace size would increase the amount of arithmeticoperations in each iteration. In this respect, experience shows
that, q = 2p is more or less the optimum subspace size
for large values of p for BPS-SIM. In Table 7, CPU times are
provided for BPS-SIM routine with this selection of subspace
size. It is noticed that almost 5 h of CPU time is required to
compute 300 mode shapes of KR3-DR, which is essential to
obtain accurate response in this case for frequencies lower than
20 Hz.
Several parameters for APS-SIM routine are also listed in
Table 7. These are parameters such as optimum subspace size
(i.e. qopt), which is selected similar to what was proposed by
Wilson and Itoh.Moreover, Imax shows themaximumnumber of
iterations for APS-SIM routine, which results in minimum CPU
time as it was previously discussed. Also, CPU times for APS-
SIM routine are provided in all cases. Finally, the ratio of CPU
times of BPS-SIM,with respect to APS-SIM, is given in that table.
These ratios clearly show that Accelerated Pseudo Symmetric
Subspace IterationMethod (APS-SIM) is about 3–11 timesmore
efficient than the Basic Pseudo Symmetric Subspace Iteration
Method (BPS-SIM).
7. Conclusion
In this study, an Accelerated Pseudo Symmetric Subspace It-
erationmethod (APS-SIM) is presented. The theory is described,
and an algorithm is provided in that regard. Thereafter, this
was implemented in a special purpose finite element program
developed for dynamic analysis of fluid–structure systems in
frequency domain. Based on this tool, several numerical exam-
ples are solved. The accuracy of results was initially verified for
these cases. Later on, several sensitivity analyses were carried
out to provide some guide-lines about the selection of several
salient parameters of this accelerated routine (APS-SIM) and its
basic version (BPS-SIM). Overall, the following conclusions are
yielded:
• It is shown that BPS-SIM is not efficient for extracting large
number of eigen-triplets (e.g. greater than or equal to 40)
in practical fluid–structure systems with relatively high de-
grees of freedom. Therefore, an accelerated counterpart is
deemed to be an absolute necessity under these circum-
stances.
• Based on several practical, numerical examples which
were solved by APS-SIM, it was found that the optimum
subspace size proposed by Wilson and Itoh is actually a
very good estimate of the optimum value even for APS-SIM
algorithm.
• The shifting technique and constant subspace size signifi-
cantly improve the efficiency of the pseudo symmetric sub-
space iteration method, and these can be envisaged as the
main contributing factors in the present accelerated pseudo
symmetric routine.
• Finally, by comparing CPU times of BPS-SIM and APS-SIM
routines, it is found that Accelerated Pseudo Symmetric
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Case p Basic P.S. subspace (BPS-SIM) Accelerated P.S. subspace (APS-SIM) BPS-SIMAPS-SIM
q Iterations CPU time (s) qopt Imax Shifts Iterations CPU time (s)
PF-DR 50 100 27 8.26 8 4 20 86 2.84 2.91
KR3-DR 300 600 34 16779.47 27 13 16 210 1988.64 8.43
MP-DR1 100 200 27 69.07 12 4 30 123 16.21 4.26
MP-DR2 100 200 43 242.17 13 6 23 142 36.78 6.58
MP-DR3 150 300 43 882.46 15 6 28 176 92.64 9.52
MP-DR4 150 300 52 1784.81 17 7 26 187 169.96 10.50
MP-DR5 200 400 50 3247.95 19 8 27 219 290.60 11.19Subspace Iteration Method (APS-SIM) is about 3–11 times
more efficient than the Basic Pseudo Symmetric Subspace
Iteration Method (BPS-SIM).
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